Sage Wind Tarot Circle – May 2022

Tarot for Creatives
ART

- Create a collage of the card
- Creating intuitive art through tarot storytelling
- Take a photo in nature that connects to the card
- Draw the card with animals instead of people
- Create a multi-media version of the card
- Let the cards inspire a mood board
- Gather some of the items shown in the card and create a found object sculpture
- Use the symbolism in 3 cards to create a new image combining all 3
- Create business cards using the tarot

CREATIVE WRITING

- Write a poem
- Write an autobiography about a person in the card
- Write a fictional story
- Create a to-do list that card might have for their day
- Use tarot to write an article or blog post
- One card ideas:
- General character or story card
- What story do you see in the card you drew?
- What does the card tell you about your character?
- Can the card inspire a whole scene?
- Does the card hint at the character’s past?
- Does the location come through?
- What should happen next?
- What is happening in this scene?
- What does the main character think is happening in the scene?
- What is the outcome?
- Two card ideas
- the best traits and the worst traits of your character
- Does your character need to make a decision?

------

Another idea is to pull a card with a scene or story beat in mind and study the image. What would happen if you stepped
into the card? What do you feel, taste, smell, see?
Or simply lay out the cards in a row as the story goes on
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MUSIC
- Create a playlist using tarot
- Write a verse or song
- Change the words to a song to be about the card

OTHER IDEAS
- Use your Tarot cards in this simple spread to help clarify the mission of your creative project.
- Set an intention to gain clarity on the best use of your creative energy and/or what is in the way of your
creative expression, pull a card and meditate on it

Inspiration:
- Boho Tarot: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeKRgvRgjOZ-FAnaShTlnsbeNXvkc2yxL
- LionHarts Tarot Challenges: www.instagram.com/lionharts/
- Tarot Cookbook: https://www.amazon.ca/Divine-Your-Dinner-Cookbook-Magickal/dp/0593232143
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